Evolve Outlook

ENABLE CHANGE!
THROUGH YOUR IT.
Business headwinds –
increasing costs, labor
shortage, pace of
technology change
If you want to use technology to improve business,
why haven’t you?
Today’s operating environments evolve at lightning
speed. In the wake, many organizations lack the new
skills and resources needed and struggle to stay on top
of the latest technology.
Although, most have some form of technology support,
there always seems to be a backlog of enabling
technology projects that just are not getting done.
Instead, companies are in defense mode — they
react to the day-to-day, deal with an accumulation
of outdated applications and systems and miss
opportunities for growth.
Let’s take a closer look at some of the reasons
organizations are stuck in the status quo and what
they can do to move ahead.
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Technology changes faster than organizations
and people

At best, lack of innovation slows down business and at worst, crushes it. IT
departments are no longer about networks, servers, storage and systems — they’re
about adoption and evolution. Still, many companies are risk adverse and unwilling
to embrace this change. They continue to fall further behind — even with minimal
technology implementation and evolution — new and better technology continues
to replace the old.

This unprecedented change of pace demands

IT people look very different today than even just a

business leaders take action. Success is no longer

few years ago, too. Gone are the network engineers,

dependent on any one technology, but on an overall

database administrators and desktop support

business strategy that leverages IT to reach goals.

engineers. Today’s mature IT departments are filled

Straddled with previous technology investments and

with business systems analysts, data scientists and

trying to keep up with its changes over the years,

security analysts. And they’re savvy — leveraging

organizations are overwhelmed. They don’t want

technology like SaaS and cloud solutions to integrate

to interrupt processes and people and create new

into their strategies, goals and improve results in a

plans because it’s time consuming, disruptive and

continuous way. More than just keeping a business

often demands short-term sacrifices for long-term

running with the right technical skills, organizations

benefits.

need people who can conceptualize and adapt

IT departments
are no longer
about networks,

Their fear of risk keeps
them from integrating new
technology into their overall

quickly to changes, who know how to apply
technology — not just to keep a business running but
to evolve the entire way it operates.

strategies and fully taking

Innovation is also contagious and a forward–thinking

systems — they’re

advantage of the opportunities

culture is attractive. Employees of all ages (not just

about adoption and

it creates. So they fail to sunset

millennials) are on the lookout for the best digital

old legacy processes and

companies and opportunities. In turn, businesses

applications that no longer

need to engage their employees in support of the

servers, storage and

evolution.”

evolve, causing technology sprawl, constant

organization’s digital goals — which boils down to

maintenance and support. It’s no surprise these

culture and leadership.

leaders wake up one day to discover they’re
struggling to keep the lights on while layers
of people, processes and technology suffocate
innovation and crush progress.

Winning companies choose strategies that enable
change by encouraging growth and investing in
people who can support those changes. They take
chances and clean house more frequently, even

Leaders need to shift their perspective and support a

though cleaning house isn’t always easy. Foresight,

culture of change — the power is in how companies

preparation and strategy — not technology — are

leverage IT to transform how their businesses work.

the foundational elements fundamental to driving

Unlike years past, risk is becoming a cultural norm

innovation and reaching goals. In fact, companies

as more digitally–sophisticated companies look for

should analyze their competitive environment at

different ways to gain a competitive advantage.

least annually, watching for new technological trends
that could impact operations in the next 5 to 10 years.
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Partnering with an outside IT organization is another option that can remove
pressure and add to productivity. Mature IT departments know it can be
advantageous to give the reigns over to someone else who can do IT better
than they can — who can help them solve a problem differently.
They realize it’s not their goal to be the best network security engineers
around but to know their business and contribute to its success in other ways.

This tremendous pace of change is squeezing
organizations to do more and more in every budget cycle

What would it cost to put in place the processes,
systems, and teams to make a difference?
Companies often
underestimate
what it takes
and strategy — not
to
respond
effectively
to
technology — are the
pressures
and
execute
the
foundational elements
necessary
IT
projects
to
support
fundamental to
their
business
initiatives.
driving innovation and
For instance, they take last
reaching goals.
year’s budget and try to hit
that number again and fail as the tremendous
pace of change drives more demands on the same
resources — human, financial and technical. Their
Foresight, preparation

abilities are continually challenged as new products
and platforms become far more sophisticated and
complex, ever-widening the learning gap.
Often, the IT department is the main contributor or
plays a supporting role in a business. If a business
relies on technology to execute its business plan,
then that business will need to spend a larger
percentage of its overall budget on IT — one that’s
right and aligned with what they do. This percentage
may also change over time. And as businesses
become more and more technology driven, they
should plan for their IT budget to become a bigger
and bigger piece of the pie.

They also find a growing percentage of their resources consumed —
sometimes more than half the budget in an average organization — just
to keep existing technology running. So, they end up spending heavily
but not effectively and use more technology, processes and people,
resulting in a growing backlog of projects, an over whelmed IT team and
increasingly frustrated business.
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Get your IT budget back on track
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Develop a
strategy based
2-5 year plan

Fully mature IT Department
See IT as an enabler
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Set technologyenabled business
objectives.
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Focus on improved
decision making
and productivity

Less Mature IT Department
See IT as a cost structure

• Support a culture of change —believe in
adoption and evolution

• Lack of innovation / unwilling to embrace
change

• Dependent on overall business strategy
that leverages IT

• Dependent on one technology - outdated
applications and systems

• Willing to take risks and disrupt status quo

• Risk averse - in defense mode, reacting
day-to-day, comfotable with status quo

• Hire people who can conceptualize and adapt
quickly to changes, who apply technology to
evolve the entire way the business operates

• Fail to sunset old legacy processes and
applications that no longer evolve

• Clean house more frequently

• Hire people based on technical skills —
just to keep business running and in
maintenance mode

• Seek outside support, if needed

• Unwilling to seek outside help

Consider how
IT can leverage
your business
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In the end, if businesses want to improve their systems, increase results and stay
ahead of the curve — whether they’re looking at technology, resources or budget,
they need to see IT as an enabler, not a cost structure. IT should build revenue,
lower cost, manage risk and compliance and most importantly, become a critical
part of any company’s overall business strategy.
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